The matrix version of Rennie's inequality and the finite-dimensional version of Kantorovich's inequality are obtained by considering a positive definite matrix and its inverse_ Generalizations of these inequalities are obtained in which the inverse matrix is replaced by a generalized inverse with certain prescribed properties_ From the generalization of the Kantorovi ch inequality follows a (finitedimensional) generalization of an inequality due to Strang_
Introduction
It is the main purpose of this paper to derive an inequality which may be characterized as a generalization of Mond's matrix version [5] 1 of Rennie's inequality [7] and from which a generalization of the inequality of Kantorovich [4] follows_ The inequality of Mond and some versions of the inequality of Kantorovich are derived by considering a positive definite matrix and its inverse. The derivation given he re considers a positive semidefinite matrix and a generalized inverse of that matrix_ The generalized inverse is required to have certain prescribed properties_ We begin with some preliminary considerations of generalized inverses of various classes_ The main theorem is proved under the assumption that the generalized inverse, B, is in the weakest class and it is shown how the partic ular required properties of B may be weakened when B is in a stronger class_ Thus far there seems to be no treatment of the case of strict equality for Mond's matrix inequality. In the case of the Kantorovich inequality the existing discussions of strict equality are rather involved (e.g. , see [3] and references therein). In any event the discussion of equality is more involved than the derivation of the inequality itself. One feature of the derivations given here is that they enable a relatively straightforward discussion of the case of strict equality for both Mond' s and Kantorovich's inequalities.
Notation and Preliminaries
We consider matrices with complex entries and for any matrix M denote by p(M), N(M), R(M) and M* the rank, null space, range and conjugate transpose, respectively, of M. As before [2] [2, 9] .
For i = 1 or 2, a Cj-inverse of a hermitian matrix is not necessarily hermitian, but for every hermitian A there exists a hermitian Cj-inverse , i = 1, 2. In fact given A=A* and any B1EC1(A) the matrix H = (B*I + B 1)/2 is in C 1 (A) and is hermitian [9] , and the matrix HAH is in C2(A) and is hermitian [2] .
In what follows we need to consider the situation BEC1(A) and AB=BA. Although we consider only the case A = A* and B = B*, which is rather transparent, we prove the following lemma for completeness_ PROOF: Since A and B are hermitian and commute they have in common a complete orthonormal set of eigenvectors which we denote by Xi, indexed so that 
Thus (i) is proved. Define l/J = x* Ax and p(x* Bx) = cpo Then, from (1), l/J+cp ~ s and since l/J ~ 0, we have (2) which gives (ii). Let el denote the condition: strict equality obtains in (i); and let e2 denote the condition: strict equality obtains in (ii).
If AI=Ar = A we have to prove el~e2~Ax=Ax. W e show AX=Ax implies both el and e2; then e l~ Ax= Ax; then e2 ~ et. If Ax = Ax, then it is easily verified that l/J=cp=A=s I2, and we have el and ez. Now assume el, then from (1), x*£x = 1 which , by Lemma 1, implies xER(A) and x #-O. But every 0 #-XER(A) obeys Ax = Ax. Thus et ~Ax = Ax. Now assume ez, the n from (2) we have l/J= cp=sl2 which gives el. Thu s eZ~el ' This co m· pletes the cases of stri ct equality when AI = A,..
If At > Ar we have to show e t~x =u t + ur. where UI and Ur are any e ige nvec tors of A associated with 62 the eigenvalues At and Ar respectively. We also must show e2~ x = Ut + u,. , where UI and u,. are, in particular, normalized so that Ut*Ut = u,.*u,. = 1/2. Suppose x= Ut + Ur and Ut*Ut = kl' u,*u,. = k,.. Then l/J=ktAI+krAr cp=ktAr+krAI x*Ex=kl +k,.= 1 (3) (4) (5) and the sum of (3) and (4) give, in view of (5) , l/J+cp=s which is el. Conversely assume el, then from (1) we have x*Px=O, which requires XEN(P) , and x*Ex=l, which requires xER(A). (3) and (4) read $ = sl2 and cp = s12, res pectively, which gives ez. Conversely, assume e2, then from (2), l/J=cp=s/2, which gives et. We have just seen that e t implies x = UI + U r which in turn implies (3), (4), and (5)_ But when ~J = cp = sl2 any two of (3), (4), and (5) give kt = k,. = 1/2. This completes the proof of the theorem.
In case r = n, clearly B = A -I and from (i) of the theore m we recover Mond's matrix version [5] of R e nnie' s inequality [7] ; from (ii) of the theorem we have the inequality of Kantorovich [4] . In this case we also have, from Cauchy's inequality, (x*Ax) (x*A -tx ) ~ 1. B,x = B2x when xER(A). Since [9, 2] A that N(B ,) = N(B2) = N(A) and hence that  B,y = B2y=0 when YEN(A) . Thu s B, = B2 • From P(A) = peA 2) we know that A = Q-' di ag (A" (J)Q , wher e peA ,) = peA) and A, is nonsin gular and (J is a square zero matrix. Let p(t) be the polynomial s uch that peA ,) = A-r'. Then P(A)=Q-' diag (A T' , K)Q = G, where K= p«(J), is a C,-inverse of A. For, GA is ide mpotent and p(GA) = peA) and this is known [2] to be necessary and sufficient for GEC,(A) . Moreover, GAG=B is a polynomial in A , and [2] further BEC2(A). If A is normal clearly B is normal. If A = A* then the coefficients of orA) are real and B is hermitian _ 4 In the proof of Theorem 2, we have seen that BEC M) and AB = BA together imply peA) = p(A2). N(B) . If B is norm al th e n N(B) = N(B*) and we hav e thu s proved thal A and B have a complete set of orthonormal eigenvectors in co mmon and he nce they commute. Now let AB = BA . Th e n si nce AB is hermitian by hypothesis, BA is hermitian and BEC4(A) , further by a known theorem [6] B is normal.
Given this rank condition on
It is clear from Lemma 2 that if A is hermiti a n and BEC3(A) is normal, then B is hermitian, for as we hav e seen BECiA) and this implies [6] that 8=8*. Thus if BEC3(A) and is normal no other conditions on Bare necessary for the validity of Theorem 1.
Finally, by use of (i) of Theore m 1 we can generalize the finite -dim e nsional version of a result of Strang [10] (this possibility was pointed out to the author by John W. Evan s). The singular values of T are the roots of A and (ii) of Theorem 1 can be written, for any x, as (x* Ax) (x* Bx) ~ (s2/4p) (x*x)2. From this, (7) and z*z= y*y we obtain For in using the S c hwartz in equality to obtain (7) we additionally require that B be positive se mide finit e.
This requires that at least BEC2(A) and , as we have seen, this results in BEC4(A). For if B meets the conditions of Theorem 1 and is positive semidefinite, then the v non positive roots are in fact zero, so that P(A) = p(B) and BECiA).
Addendum: The author's attention has been directed (by k S. Householder) to the theorem of Diaz and
